The Honorable Lina M. Khan  
Chair  
Federal Trade Commission  
600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW  
Washington, D.C. 20580

Chair Khan:

Pursuant to Rules X and XI of the U.S. House of Representatives, we request information and documents from the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) related to allegations referenced in a February 14, 2023, Wall Street Journal op-ed by FTC Commissioner Christine Wilson explaining her resignation as the sole Republican representative at the FTC.¹ Commissioner Wilson’s allegations concern the potential loss of integrity of the FTC, the jeopardizing of the independence and collegiality essential to the functioning of the FTC, and the increased risk of the public losing confidence in the FTC.

During your tenure as Chair, the FTC has seen a precipitous decline in staff approval and the early departure of both Republican commissioners.² Despite numerous letters of concern, from myself and other Republican Members of Congress, you have continued to ignore the concerns of other commissioners in a dangerous and misguided consolidation of power.

The continued decline in staff confidence and approval is evidence of your disregard for concerns raised by Congress. In 2020, before you joined the Commission, 87 percent of surveyed FTC employees agreed that senior agency officials maintained high standards of honesty and


integrity.\textsuperscript{3} In 2021, that number plummeted to 53 percent,\textsuperscript{4} and to 47 percent in 2022.\textsuperscript{5} This dissatisfaction is not a statistical anomaly – in 2022, of the FTC’s 1,123 full time employees, 765 completed the survey. Recognizing this issue, political leadership took action to try to ease staff concerns by lifting the staff gag order, which limited public and private appearances by FTC staff, and took “concrete steps to address staff feedback,”\textsuperscript{6} including a shift in senior leadership.\textsuperscript{7} Even after making these changes, staff confidence in your leadership has continued to decline.\textsuperscript{8}

This continued decline in staff confidence at the Federal Trade Commission should prompt self-reflection as the leader of your organization – yet you have not changed course after providing assurances to Members of this Committee.

During a July 28, 2021, Committee on Energy and Commerce hearing on FTC reform, multiple Republicans expressed concerns with the procedural changes you were making to consolidate power within your office and eliminate Republican Commissioner input. Republican members asked for your commitment to chair the FTC in a transparent manner. Throughout the hearing, you said that you were “always keen to find areas of shared agreement with colleagues” and “doing the best [you] can to make sure that information is available,” and you were “always thinking about ways that we can improve our processes going forward.”\textsuperscript{9} Additionally, when asked to commit to communicating with other Commissioners, you replied “Oh, absolutely Congresswoman. Staff is always available to Commissioners to provide analysis and assessment.” It is disappointing that you were unable to commit to communicate directly with Democrat and Republican Commissioners.

Unfortunately, in the 18-months since you made these commitments both Republican commissioners have resigned in protest. Senior staff have quit in record numbers, describing you as “abusive” and a “tyrant.”\textsuperscript{10} According to information obtained under the Freedom of Information Act, 127 employees left the FTC from June 15, 2021 to May 2, 2022.\textsuperscript{11} Daniel Kaufman, a 24-year FTC veteran and former Acting Director of the Bureau of Consumer Protection, said “[w]e’re not talking about political people leaving; we’re talking about career
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Your decisions have led to departures of seasoned staff, who have irreplaceable institutional knowledge when making enforcement decisions.

On July 29, 2021, I, along with then Ranking Members Comer and Jordan, wrote to the FTC expressing concern about your partisan actions to “consolidate power, unilaterally assert and expand regulatory authority, and abandon bipartisan and open process.” The letter outlines the ways Republican commissioners repeatedly rejected your efforts to unleash unchecked regulatory powers on the American economy. Instead of working with your counterparts, you dismissed their concerns in favor of a “new approach.”

Your claims of a new, non-partisan approach fall flat when one considers President Biden’s July 9, 2021, Executive Order encouraging you to pursue more vigorous enforcement. Instead of listening to the concerns of the Republican Commissioners, you tuned what was a collegial, independent agency into an extension of the administration – doing President Biden’s radical, progressive bidding.

On December 8, 2021, we wrote a second letter regarding your partisan leadership. We specifically asked about conflicts of interest and ex parte communications. In your response on December 20, 2021, you stated that “in the event that an actual or potential conflict of interest arises during my appointment, I will consult with an agency ethics official and take the measures necessary to resolve the conflict.”

On February 14, 2023, Commissioner Christine Wilson published an article in the Wall Street Journal indicating her intent to resign in protest of your actions. Her allegations in the
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article detailed the ways you have centralized power, undermined the Commission’s structure, and broken decades of bipartisan precedent. Further, Commissioner Wilson noted that federal courts have repeatedly ruled against FTC Chains for similar conflicts of interest.

As we note above, when testifying before the Committee in 2021, you were asked if you supported bringing increased transparency to the FTC. You responded “certainly, we want to be thinking through how we can increase transparency.”19 According to Commissioner Wilson, instead of increasing transparency at the FTC, you have steamrolled dissents and inappropriately redacted comments – perhaps to hide conflicts of interest.

Following the resignation of Commissioner Wilson, you will no longer be able to claim you are taking a non-partisan approach. Given this new reality, please answer the following questions and provide requested documentation no later than March 14, 2023.

1. Following the resignation of all Republican commissioners and in light of your commitment at the July 2021 hearing, how will you seek bipartisan input and consensus since no such perspectives are now represented?

2. Please provide the Committee with Commissioner Wilson’s unredacted dissent referenced in the February 14, 2023, Wall Street Journal op-ed.

3. All documents (including but not limited to, notes, text messages, emails, documents, memorandums, call logs) related to the decision to redact Commissioner Wilson’s dissent mentioned in the February 14, 2023, Wall Street Journal.

4. All documents, including with the White House or other executive branch agencies (including but not limited to notes, text messages, emails, documents, memorandums, call logs), conclusions, and determinations related to your consultation with an FTC ethics official regarding your involvement or potential recusal in reported lawsuits.

5. All documents (including but not limited to notes, text messages, emails, documents, memorandums, call logs) related to the measures you took to resolve the conflicts of interests related to lawsuits.

6. All documents related to Chair Khan’s justification for participating in FTC cases where a potential conflict of interest issue was identified but resulted in no recusal.

7. Now that there are only three Commissioners, all from the same party, how do you plan to comply with Sunshine Act Requirements?

---

a. Will compliance be carried out in the same manner as when Commissioner Wilson participated in the recusal matter that resulted in her resignation?

8. Starting with 2018, for each year, please provide the total number of FTC employees who have resigned, retired, or left the agency for other reasons.

To ask any follow-up or related questions, please contact Tim Kurth at the Committee on Energy and Commerce staff at 202-225-3641.

Sincerely,

Cathy McMorris Rodgers  
Chair  
House Committee on Energy and Commerce

Gus M. Bilirakis  
Chair  
Subcommittee on Innovation, Data, and Commerce